
Seminar about Japanese business culture - games, Hello Kitty and
love hotels?
Welcome to an entertaining and educational seminar about primarily japanese culture and which business opportunities it offers. It’s about
Hello Kitty-airplanes, odd skyscrapers, why Japanese people marry in the Hello Kitty-world, how you may think you've eliminated all risks but
the japanese business contacts see it differently. And what's the deal with all those love hotels? At Ideon Agora, May 25th, 2pm-4pm.

Asian business relations - a highly relevant topic in our region and business! In a world where Asia and it’s business traditions, new as well as
old, are taking over, most of us are poorly equipped to meet Asian business culture.

Michael Stenmark offers a sneek peek into a world in which he has lived and travelled in business for years, budiling long term business
relations. Welcome to an entertaining and educational seminar about primarily japanese culture and which business opportunities it offers. It’s
about Hello Kitty-airplanes, odd skyscrapers, why Japanese people marry in the Hello Kitty-world, how and why you make a cash dispenser fun
and friendly. And what's the deal with all those love hotels?

Michael Stenmark is a children's books author and illustrator, concept developer, storyteller and fundraiser. After more than 26 years in the
gaming industry Michael can look back at the pioneering years where gaming industry was born and shaped, and the long journey to today’s
family oriented home entertaining consoles and global online games.

He got 4,3 miljon users in more than 140 countries of the online game ”Spine World”, he created TV4’s childrens game Loophole, classical
games sold in more than 50 countries, toys and DVD-movies sold all over the world. His latest product is the e-book about the Angry Cat,
climbing the charts in various countries and languages.

Teknopol and Mobile Heights Business Center welcomes you to this event at Ideon Agora, Lund, May 25th 2pm-4pm.

petronella.warg@teknopol.se Tel. +46 (0)46 286 87 47 Mobile: +46 733 424 923

Teknopol offers professional business advice and dynamic activitites to grow innovative startups in southern Sweden. A place for innovative people
to meet and contribute to the creation of viable companies. Industry partners, investors, driven entrepreneurs and innovation support actors work
side by side, sharing their expertise and network while discovering the future together. Publically financed, all services are free of charge for the
startups.


